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Betsy Ullrich, MS, CHP 29June2010 
Senior Health Physicist 
Commercial and R&D Branch 
Division of Nuclear Material Safety 
Region I 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(610) 337-5040 

RE: License No. 06-21254-01 
Docket No. 030-20106 -Control No. 144650 ., 

Carestream Molecular Imaging 

Ms. Ullrich, 

I was unable to reach you by telephone to further discuss the questions you posed on 
21Jun2010. I attempted to answer your questions by return e-mail, and the following is the 
requested hard copy of the answers. My answers (and attached documents) are in bold type 
within the format of your 21 June201 0 email. 

21June2010 Ullrich questions/25June2010 Vizard answers: 

In order to release your former facilities at 4 Science Park for unrestricted use, I need some 
additional information. I would also like to set up a time to discuss this information with you, in 
addition to the written response that is needed. This discussion is part of the licensing action 
that is under review for the release of your 4 Science Park facility, and part of the inspection 
that began in February 2010. 

1. I recently was provided a copy of a report that stated, on August 7, 2009, a radium-226 
source was detected by a radiation alarm at a Connecticut landfill, and that the source was 
found in a Wallac liquid scintillation counter by responders form the State of Connecticut 
Bureau of Radiation Protection. According to the report I received, the State responders 
removed the source from the liquid scintillation counter, traced the counter to your company, 
and required you to retrieve the source. However, your "MAR10 Decom Nots.doc" attached to 
your letter dated March 2, 2009 (received March 8, 2010) contains an excerpt from URad 
Safety Feb03.doc" that describe you and another staff person removing a source from an old 
liquid scintillation counter on February 14, 2003, and further describes the source as 
containing both americium-241 and radium-226. Your letter dated March 29, 1010, states that 
Chase Environmental later characterized an old liquid scintillation counter source as 
containing only radium-226. 

a. It appears that there may be two sources that were required to be disposed of, the one 
that you placed into storage in 2003, and a second source that was disposed of improperly in 
August 2009. Please confirm if there was only one source, or two sources. If there was only 
one source, please explain why the source was replaced into the liquid scintillation counter 
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and disposed of. If there were two sources, pleasE~ explain which one was disposed of by 
Chase Environmental in November 2009, and explain the location of the second source. 
There were two sources. Appropriate waste stream disposal/shipping! and wipe tests are 
documented in the attachment [ShiplWipe Rad] and the corresponding NRC notice in the 
attachment [NRC notfcn]. Both sources were estimated as 24 ,..,Ci each of Ra226 by Chase 
Environmental. The history of the one old source is much as you described and I 
documented as originating from a 2003 removal from a very old LSC, with ambiguous 
labeling, and that Chase verified as Ra226. 

b. Explain the circumstances that led to the improper disposal of a Wallac liquid 
scintillation counter, with its radium-226 reference source, on or before August 7,2009. The 
second source, was from a second scintillation counter that I was initially unaware of. 
Laboratory assistants had received an old scintillation counter without documentation 
some years ago in 4 Science Park. Since there was no H3 or C14 usage, it had little use, 
other than some swipe tests in the late 1990s. The machine was simply consuming space, 
used as a table-top, and I was asked to remove it from the laboratory. According to my 
recorded notes in the attachment "20Apr08 note", I cleared this machine for storage. My 
survey of the machine discovered no contamination, no H3 or C14 was used for 
experimentation in the laboratory, and the user manual with the machine mentioned no 
check source or function associated with a check source (a usual circumstance of a cheap 
LSC). It was my error that I did not disassemble the machine to further investigate. Upon 
my clearance to storage, the machine was eventually sent to trash in Aug09. I was notified 
shortly thereafter from the waste disposal company. They stated that upon dumping the 
machine, the check source mechanically triggered the source extrusion from its protective 
lead shielding, sufficient to set off their radiation monitor. They repaired the source, and 
I retrieved it immediately, and changed my request with Protec/Chase to dispose of two 
sources. This second source was very "usual" compared the first source. I inspectedlre
wiped both sources (La. attachment) and secured them the Chase inspection and 
shipment. 

c. Provide written confirmation from the transfer/disposal company for receipt of each 
source for disposal, or confirmation that the source(s) is {was} disposed of by the radioactive 
waste burial facility. Provided in La.• 

d. 	 Provide leak test results for the radium-226 source(s) prior to transfer for disposal. 
If you do not have leak tests within a few weeks prior to transfer, then surveys of 
the storage area(s) are required to confirm that the sources did not leak, before the 
facility at 4 Science Park can be released for unrestricted use. Provided in La.. 

e. Confirm if you currently possess any liquid scintillation counters, and if the counters 
contain a radioactive reference or check source. Confirm that you understand that such 
sources are possessed under a general license pursuant to 10 CFR 31.5, and that, under the 
general license, you may not remove or transfer the source. Only the instrument vendor or 
another manufacturer of similar devices may remove or transfer those sources. In addition, 
such sources must be disposed of as radioactive waste. Confirm that you understand that 
your license does not authorize you to remove such sources from a liquid scintillation counter. 
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There are no LSC in my possession and none are planned - no H3 or C14 usage are 
currently planned, except for existing C14 step tablets for film quality control work. 

2. In your March 2 and 29 letters, you stated that you disposed of, into normal trash, the 
contents from a drum labeled as containing tritium waste, estimated to be about 60 
microcuries including an unopened vial labeled as containing 10 microcuries of tritium. As 
discussed during the inspection, this is a violation of NRC regulations, because tritium waste 
is not suitable for disposal by decay-in-storage, and the labeling quantities and exempt 
quantities are not applicable to radioactive waste from licensed activities. Confirm that tritium 
and any other licensed material will be disposed of only in accordance with the regulations in 
10 CFR 20.2001-2008 and the conditions of your license. Reiterating/confirming my 
statement in my 29March 2010 response to you (7.d.), tritium and any other licensed 
material will be disposed of only in accordance with the regulations in 10 CFR 20.2001
2008 and the conditions of your license. 

3. 	 Your letters and an email dated May 27, 2010, also discussed the 5 microcurie 
carbonD14 ARC step tablets that you possess from autoradiography testing, which 
you believe are exempt from NRC regulation. Please provide a manufacturer name 
and, if possible. a license number, which authorizes the distribution of these sources to 
persons who are exempt from NRC regulations. Such licenses are issued only by the 
NRC. If these sources are not distributed under an authorized license, then confirm 
that you understand that these sources are possessed under your specific license, and 
may only be disposed of as radioactive waste in the future. The C14 step tablets are a 
product of ARC (American Radiochemical Company). The last purchase of a few 
of the step tablets was about 1999, during which I happen to volunteer my NRC 
license number. For the many years prior, many of the step tablets were 
purchased and used by Kodak Scientific Imaging and Eastman Kodak Company 
for QA of autoradiographic fIlm and storage phosphor screens. The same step 
tablets were provided with phoshor-imaging machines produced by Molecular 
Dynamics to whom Eastman Kodak provided the storage phosphor screens. 
During that extended period of time, it was conventional wisdom that the C14 step 
tablets could be purchased/used/discarded wUhout a materials license. Another 
C14 step tablet was available through Amersham, Inc, but the ARC step tablets 
were more popular (had a greater activity). Historically, at least lOts were 
purchased by Eastman Kodak, and many by the entire "autoradiographic" 
community and these purchases were made from ARC without a license. No 
license was ever conveyed by ARC, nor was any ever noted by myself on any of the 
paperwork. Of the potentially thousands of the similar C14 and H3 step tablets 
that are distributed in laboratories and dry waste throughout the world, I happen 
to possess the last few I purchased for which I happened to document my NRC 
number. As I have stated, I will use and care for these step tablets, and properly 
dispose of them when necessary. 
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Please let me know when you would be available to discuss these questions by telephone. 

will not be available on Tuesday 6/22 afternoon, or all day Thursday 6/24. I will be in the 

office Friday 6/25 but will be out of the office Monday through Wednesday 6/28-30. 


Although you may respond by email for the purposes of the telephone discussion, a hard copy 
letter signed by you or another company manager is required to support the licensing action 
for release of 4 Science Park. 

Please contact me if you have any questions about this email. I appreciate your attention to 
this matter. 
Betsy 

It is my hope that the above detail satisfies your inquiry. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas L. Vizard, RSO fj -J rl..r" Carestream Molecular Imaging ~ ~ 

4 Research Drive <-

Woodbridge, CT 06525 

Tel. (203) 786-5692 


G~D~ 
~- ,
/ Attest: John DelliSanti, President 

Carestream Molecular Imaging 
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30 November 2009 

Re: RAMPAK 4n. Carestream Molecular Imaging 

RAM Services, Inc. Is providing this letter to adVISe you the radioadi'le matermls Identified below were 
receNed by RAM Serv!CH, Inc. on 17 November 2009. We have taken posseHion of these materials 
under our State ofWI$COMin Racii08~e Materials ~ Number011-1234..()1. 

Please I'8ta1n this letter In your permanent files as documentation of the proper transfer 01 these SOUI'OQ. 
Do not hesllate to contact me with any questions which may arise. 

Sincerely. 

~f?~ 
Jerry P. WIza. 
Radiation Safety Off'tetr 

limited liability (ompany An equal opportunity employer 

P: 203.624.9461 I F: 203.624.9463 I WWW.PROTECKLlCCOM 85 Willow Street I Bldg 3, 3rd Floor I New Haven, CT 06511 
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Attn: Protec 
Wipe test documentation at request of Lauren Van Growski 

9Nov09dv 
Documentation of Sealed Source Leakage/wipe tests ... RE: Sources previously 
examined by Poteck (Seb Cannata) on 300ct09. 
Two 226Ra sources in plastic container, stored by D. Vizard (Carestream Molecular 
Imaging) in 217,4 Research Dr., Woodbridge, CT. The sources were re-assessed for 
radiation leakage and by wipe tests on 9Nov09 by D. Vizard (RSO, Carestream 
Molecular Imaging). All assessments were made with a Victoreen 4S 1 ion chamber, and 
all readings are in mR/hr. Background radiation on the same instrument was <0.01 
mRlhr. 

The 226Ra sources: Source #1, unlabeled (from a very old scintillation counter) in a 
rectangular lead shield, with an extrudable source withdrawn to the inside of the shield. 
Source #2, a well labeled 10 /lCi 226Ra source, with an extrudable source withdrawn to 
the inside of a manufactured lead pig (permanently fixed into withdrawn position). 

Radiation Leakage measures with both sources in container: 
Four sides: 0.10, 0.29, 0.24, 0.24, and top inside is 0.05. 

Radiation Leakage measures with source #2 removf:d from container: 
Four sides: 0.05,0.30,0.13,0.27, and top inside is 0.05. 

Wipe tests, where stick paper sampled many surfaces ofeach source: 
Source #2 (isolated, outside of containi~r): <0.01 mRlhr, chamber window 

open/closed. 
Source #1 (isolated, inside of container): <0.01 mRlhr, chamber open/closed. 

Douglas Vizard, RSO 
Care stream Molecular Imaging f)lt}i~
(a signed copy ofthis document is placed in container) 

.'J,l,,+! ~~( \ r\ Jo Ii IP/(v,J(JJ
fI ~tlV6'l5'",t ........ (1,f-a- q~)oA- "'" (J 1~ 

('rrvt.~tJ~b Cr'-ttV~~~R: ~ r 
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21 Apr08dv 
Note to Rad Safety Files 

On 20Apr08, the liquid scintillation counter (lKB RACKBETA) was 
prepared for storage. Examination of the Instrument 
Documentation/Specifications confirmed that no radioactivity is 
associated with the instrument. 

The instrument was surveyed using a sensitive Victoreen 415B and 
verified as uncontaminated, yielding only background counts «0.01 
MR/hr). Further, about 150 scintillation sample vials (mostly historic 
swipe tests) were emptied, rinsed and disposed of. 

Clean/empty sample vials, aged 14C and 3H calibration vials (with lKB 
labels), sample racks and instrument documentation was stored in the 
machine, prepared for movement and storage. 

A radioactive label is and should be maintained on the control 
panel of the instrument, since radioactive measurement is the 
sale purpose of the instrument. 

D.L. Vizard, RSO 
Carestream Molecular Imaging 
New Haven, CT. 
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